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A workshop summary 
The SESS'05 held in St. Louis, MO on May 15-16 was intended to 
be a venue to discuss techniques for building and validating secure 
applications. Workshop attendees (about 40 people) came both 
from the software engineering and the security community, raising 
a fruitful discussion and exchange of ideas and problem 
perspectives. 

Speaker presentations were organized in three sessions.  

The first session addressed security at the architectural level of 
applications. Demir et~al. [1] proposed an aspect oriented 
architectural description language to handle security features in 
distributed systems. Rits et~al. [2] described their approach for 
inspecting (in an aspect oriented fashion) access control policies in 
multi-layer applications. Banerjee et~al.[3] related trustworthiness 
of complex applications to their architectural parts: components, 
connectors, and configurations. Ren et~al.[4] suggested that 
connectors can be used to enforce many security policies at design 
time. De~Win et~al.[5] discussed design by contract when applied 
to security concerns. Verhanneman et~al.[6] focused on 
requirement traceability in the context of access control for 
distributed systems. 

The second session tackled the problem of evaluating trust, risk, 
and security properties from high level descriptions of a system. 
Lee et~al.[7] presented a structured and systematic approach to 
certification and accreditation in the context of Department of 
Defense's projects. Dwaikat and Parisi-Presicce[8] proposed a 
quantitative risk assessment based on architectural information. 
Mead and Stehney[9] described a methodology for elicitation and 
risk assessment of security requirements. Sohr et~al.[10] showed 
the advantages of using OCL for expressing authorization policies 
at design level.  

In the third session a number of software  engineering techniques 
that may improve the security of applications were presented. 
Breech and Pollock [11] described a framework for testing 
language-based protection mechanisms. Weber et~al.[12] 
classified software flaws according to the nature of the defect in 
the source code. Masri and Podgurski[13] detailed the use of 
dynamic flow analysis for checking security policies. Jochen 
et~al.[14] discussed the challenge of trusting polymorphic 
components. Gegick and Williams[15] proposed a pattern 
language for describing vulnerabilities.  

Lesson learned 
A significant part of the discussions focussed on the differences (if 
any) between secure software engineering and plain secure 
engineering. Quite obviously secure software engineering implies 
secure engineering and software engineers should learn to use the 
language and the conceptual tools of security and safety 

specialists. However the software part of complex systems is often 
the hardest to secure, due to its intrinsic complexity. Software 
engineers should exploit their understanding of software to 
manage this complexity taking into account security and safety 
concerns. Security requirements should be elicited correctly, 
traced, implemented and validated, as usual. However, they 
inherently cross-cut different abstraction levels and they are 
exceptionally difficult to validate because they are often expressed 
as negative properties. As a result, new approaches to testing 
security mechanisms are needed. Moreover, security issues 
encompass components, connectors, and configurations, thus 
security contracts among services should account for them all.  
Enforcing security contracts and policies requires (or at least is 
greatly simplified by) run-time monitoring, that should be part of 
most of secure applications. In any case, using a software system 
implies a risk, but it has also a value; however, both of them are 
extremely difficult to quantify and compare, since they are 
domain- and stakeholder-sensitive. Finally, raising the return on 
investment of the security effort is crucial for many environments 
to adopt and install secure software engineering methods. 
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